Order parameters expressing the molecular orientational order as well as the time average conformation of the molecule are measured. some.. for the first time. in the nematic. N. and smectic C. SCI phas~s. Deuterium spectral splittings from the compounds 4-n-octyl- -d l6 ) are interpreted in terms of parameters which are time averages of spherical. harmonic functions of order 2. There are three parameters measured for each deuterated molecular segment which describe its orientational order relative to one particular segment of the molecule. The time average conformation of the molecule is therefore described in terms of the relative order of the individual segments and hence these conformation parameters. These parameters show that the wagging motion of the hydrocarbon chain is not cylindrically symmetric. In addition, the conformation parameters are shown to be temperature independent within experimental error. The temperature dependences of the observed spectral splittings are governed instead by that of three molecular order parameters describing the orientational order of the molecule as a whole. Two molecular order parameters are measured in the nematic phase which give the degree of order of the molecular long axis and the anisotropy in that order, respectively. The onset of a third molecular order parameter is observed at the N-S c phase transition. The data appear to be consistent with a molecular model which is. on the time average, rigid and exhibits a hindered rotation about its long axis in both the Nand Sc phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
A useful concept in liquid crystal studies is that of the order parameter. 1 Since the molecules never exhibit perfect orientational or translational order, the utility of the order parameter is to give the degree to which the molecules are ordered in some particular way. Different parameters describe different aspects of the order and are usually time or spatial averages of some function or quantity. They are used extensively in microscopic and mean field models of the various liquid crystal . phases 2 and often appear naturally from microscopic measurements,3 offering a comparison between theory and experim ent.
In early models and theories of liquid crystals 2 the molecular orientational order and its temperature dependence were described in terms of a single order parameter S. Under such a description, the elongated molecule is regarded as cylindrical with a temperature independent size and shape. Early NMR measurements were interpreted in terms of a similar model where, because of the approximate cylindrical shape, the molecule is assumed to rotate freely about its long axis. 4 With this simplifying assumption the spectral splittings arising from quadrupole and dipole-dipole spin interactions are directly proportional to S. If, in addition, it is assumed (as it is in the theories) that the time average conformation of the molecule is temperature independent, a)This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number DMR79-04393. b)Permanent address': Tektronix, Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beavert.on, Ore. 97077.
the measured spin interactions give directly the temperature depend€nce of S. The agreement between theory and experiment under both of the simplifying assumptions is, in some well chosen cases, surprisingly good. 5, 6 Some have believed, however, that not only are cylindrical molecular models too Simple for an adequate theory, 1 but also that useful information is lost when NMR measurements are interpreted in terms of a freely rotating molecule. 8 More advanced theories have been developed which have removed the cylindrical shape of the molecule but retained the temperature independent conformation. 1 Because of the lower symmetry for the molecular model, more order parameters are introduced to describe other aspects of the orientational order. For example, a second order parameter is predicted which describes an anisotropy in the order of the long axis, implying a hindered rather than a free rotation about that axis in the nematic and smectic phases. 1, 8 This parameter has been subsequently identified by several NMR investigatOrs. 9 -11 Because its effect on NMR spectra is weak and because of uncertainties in molecular structure, an accurate determination of its value and its temp'erature dependence has eluded measurement. Perhaps for these same reasons, many NMR investigators have continued to use the assumption of a freely rotating molecule in the interpretation of their data. 12 When this assumption is used, however, it forces one to conclude that the conformation of the molecule changes with temperature since spectra from different segments all have different temperature dependences. 13
Recently, we attempted the opposite approach to the interpretation of these deuterium spectra by removing the assumption of free rotation and retaining the assumption of a temperature independent conformation. 14 This model was found to successfully explain the relative temperature variations of deuterium spectra in the nematic, smectic A, and smElCtic B phases of p-butyloxybenzylidene-p-d17-octyl-2, 6-d2-aniline (40, 8-d 1S ) and has been subsequently tested in other nematics 15 and discussed on theoretical grounds. 16
In this paper we not only examine this model in more detail but take advantage of it to obtain new measurements of order parameters and their temperature dependences as well as to obtain new informat~on regarding the motion of the hydrocarbon chain. The phases examined in this study are the nematic and smectic C phases of the compounds 4-n-octyl-d11-oxybenzoic acidd 1 (80BA-d 1S ) and 4-:n-heptyl-d 15 -oxybenzoic acid-dt . These particular compounds were selected because they have one deuterium quadrupole interaction parallel to the molecular long axis which is not significantly time averaged by rotations about the molecular long axis. 10 This particular feature allows for the de-. termination of the magnitude and temperature dependences of three molecular order parameters. Two order parameters are measured in the nematic phase and give the degree of order of the long molecular axes (So,o) and the anisotropy in that order (SO,2), respectively. The onset of a third order parameter (SO,1) in the smectic C arises from the tilted arrangement. The time average conformation of the molecule is described in terms of the relative order of each segment. The order of the ith segment relative to another suitably chosen segment is measured in terms of three order parameters s& 0, SJ,2, andsA,1 defined in a manner similar to the'moiecular order parameters. The segmental order parameters are shown to be temperature independent whereas the three molecular order parameters are strongly temperature dependent and describe the order of the phase.
From the t'emperature dependence of the three molecular order parameters the measured temperature dependence of all the spectral splittings are reproduced within experiment~l error.
II. MOTIONAL AVERAGING OF THE QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION
The deuterium quadrupole interaction is most conveniently observed in the presence of an applied magnetic field as a perturbation on the,Zeeman interaction. In this case, a sp~n of 1=1 gives rise to a spectrum of two lines with a splitting given by1?
where 11 o and CPo are the spherical coordinate angles giving the direction of the applied magnetic field in the frame of the principal-axis system of the electric field gradient. The values of the coupling constant e 2 qfQ/h = vf and the asymmetry parameter 1Jf are the quantities measure<;l in a NQR experiment. In a liquid crystal these measured values are actually averages of a much stronger quadrupole interaction at some particular site in the molecule (ith site) that has become time averaged by thermal motions of the molecule. The extent of this thermal averaging can be quite large because of two effects: First of all, the moJecules are not rigid and seg_ ments of the molecule can reorient relative to one another on t~e time scale of the NMR measurement. Secondly, the orientational order of the molecule as a whole is not perfect. There can be end-for-end exchanges of the molecular long axes as well as rotational motion about that axis. 18
In the solid state, on the other hand, where the thermal motion characteristic of the liquid crystal has nearly all frozen out, a measurement of the coupling constant arid asymmetry parameter at the ith site of the molecule yields totally different values for these quantities. The values of these quantities measured in the solid are denoted by vf = e 2 qfQ/h and 1Jf, the superscript L standing for the local frame. The L. axis of that frame is the principal z axis in the "frozen molecule" and corresponds to the C-D bond direction. The central problem in this paper is to determine the kinds of thermal motion which lead to the averaging of vf and 1Jf to those principal values measured in the liquid crystal, namely, vf and 1Jf. In uniaxiat" liquid crystals, 1Jf is identically zero.
Furthermore, it is not readily observed in many thermotropic biaxial liquid crystals' as they often align in the magnetic field such that 11 o "" 0 in Eq. (1). 19 Motional averaging in biaxial systems which result in a finite 1Jp . has been discussed elsewhere 20 -22 and wili not be discussed further here.
In order to interpret the NMR measurement, it is useful to re-express the coupling constant vf of Eq. (1) from the principal-axis frame (p frame) of the liquid crystal to the local principal-axis frame (L frame) of the frozen molecule. In this transformation, it is convenient to introduce an intermediate transformation to a rectangular axis system M,,, My, and M. which we refer to as the molecular axis system (M frame). Since different segments of the molecule move relative to one another, we must fix the molecular frame to one of these segments. We choose this to be the a position of the aliphatic chain and orient M z along the molecular long axis. Under these two successive transformations, the coupling constant becomes 22 (2) The D~2/':2 are the elements of the Wigner rotation matrix of order two. The angles cp, II, and I/J are the Euler angles that take the p frame into the M frame and the a, {3, and yare those that take the M frame into the L frame. Both sets of Euler angles are time dependent and serve to average the electric field gradient. The angles a, {3, and yare time dependent as the molecule is flexible. Thermal fluctuations in the molecular con-formation serve to modulate the various elements of the rotation matrix in Eq. (2). The angles e and.1/I are time dependent as a result of thermal fluctuations in the orientation order of the molecular axes relative to the space fixed p frame. In Eq. (2) the averaging due to conformation fluctuations has been treated as independent of fluctuations in the orientation of the molecule as a whole as indicated by separate angular'brackets for the corresponding rotation elements. This treatment has been found to hold experimentally3,4,23 and will be shown to be valid for the compounds studied in this paper. (2) is on the averages involving conformation changes and not upon those involving e and 1/1. Because of this and because it is small, for the deuterium spin on the hydrocarbon chain we neglect the second term of Eq. (2). It is cautioned, however, that when conSidering deuterated aromatic rings it can be of significance. 10 Equation (2) can be further simplified by considering rotational motions of the molecule. As pointed out earlier, the long molecular axis M. can exchange end for end many times during the time scale of an NMR measurement. 18 In models for some liquid crystal phases such as the smectic C phase this exchange may only occur about one axis 3 perpendicular to M.. If we define our molecular axis system such that this twofold rotation axis is M", such an exchange would average out those terms in Eq. (2) 
For the purposes of this paper we find it convenient to express Eq. (3) as (4) where a" b l , and clcontain the conformation parame- terms involved in the temperature dependence of all, appears to depend on the phase with some compounds exhibiting two for the nematic but three for the smectic C phase. The number of terms reflect only the symmetries involved in the molecular orientational motion and not necessarily symmetries in the molecular structure. For example, in many compounds there is no twofold rotation symmetry axis perpendicular to the long axis.
The experimental task now remains to check the number of terms in Eq. (4) involved in the temperature dependence of the quadrupole splittings and then to determine the ratios of the conformation parameters a/at. b,/b1> and c/ ci as well as the temperature dependence of the various order parameters.
III. THE DATA
The theoretical development in the previous section is experimentally checked with the nematic and smectic C phases and the order parameters and conformational averages obtained for the compounds of 4-n-octyl-
. These compounds were synthesized in our laboratory. The compound 4-n-octylbenzoic acid-d l was prepared by the hydrolysis of 4-noctylbenzoyl chloride with a refluxing solution of KOD in D 2 0 followed by acidification with 38% DCI in D 2 0. Attempts to prepare this compound with the methods reported in the literature were unsuccessful. 6 The acid chloride was prepared by the procedure presented in The temperature dependence of the various spectral splittings of 80BA-d 18 is shown in Fig. 2 and that of 70BA-d 16 in Fig: 3 . It is not important in this paper that we make an accurate 'assignment of some of the intermediate splittings with their appropriate segment in the alkyl end chain. However, there is sufficient evidence in the literature 27 -29 that the assignment of lines 1 through 8 correspond to the positions 1 through 8 on the molecule and that line a is that of the linkage deuterons. 9
We now apply the theory of the previous section to the temperature dependence of the splittings.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The number o'f surviving terms in Eq. (4) for 80BA-d 18 is easily examined through the temperature dependence of the splittings of Fig. 2 .
A. Test of the free rotation model
If the molecule were freely rotating about its long axis, the splitting of Eq. (4) 
•
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T 'C a,/aJ' If in addition the conformation of the were independent of temperature, a plot of vs BVJ at different temperatures would yield a line which passes through the origin. Such plots the data produce nearly straight lines in these cams but they do not pass through the origin as is evifrom the nonproportional temperature dependence Fig. 2 In Fig. 4 , we have made such plots using the data of Fig. 2 . It is seen that the data in the nematic phase do indeed form a linear plot and are therefore consistent with Eq. (5) forthat phase. Within experimental error (see the figure caption for Fig. 4) , the coefficients C'k and C Jk are independent of temperature throughout the nematic range. The smectic C data, on the other hand, are seen not to fall on these lines. This could be interpreted to be due to the onset of a third order parameter as predicted by Eq. (4) or a change in the conformation parameters. We will now show that a third order parameter is consistent with the data.
C. Test for the onset of a third order parameter at the N-Sc transition
The onset of a tilt changes the symmetry of the phase as could be observed by the introduction of the third parameter in Eq. (4). This can be tested by eliminating the order parameters common to the molecule as a Whole, whereby the ratio equation is obtained:
1.3r------r----=-. To determine if the plotted ratios all lie on a common plane, an analytical construction must be made.
23 The procedure involves constructing a line between two of the plotted ratios and extending that line to the point of interception with one of the three Cartesian planes in which Bv/6v, = 0, ov/6V, == 0, or ovJ6v, = 0. This is done for all pair combinations of ratios. If all the ratios (6v/6v J , etc.) lie in the same plane, the constructed points of interception with each Cartesian plane will form a straight line. Each of these lines is the intersection of the plane containing the plotted ratios and a particular CarteSian plane.
If the constructed points of interception form a straight line, three order parameters are implied in Eq. (4). If, instead, there are only two order parameters, then all the constructed points of interception should be identical. Because of small inaccuracies these would form a cluster instead of a single point. More than three order parameters or a change in conformation of the molecule would result in a general surface where the points of tween the splitting ratios of the nematic and those of the smectic C phase (crossover points). The solid line in each plot is a least square fit to a straight iine with a linear correlation greater than 0.97, indicating an excellent fit. 30 The constructed plane which contains the splitting ratios of a 3D plot of Eq. (6) is also illustrated in Fig. 5 . The validity of Eq. (4) with temperature independent C' coefficients for describing the temperature dependence of the splittings at the N-Sc phase transition is therefore consistent with these data. It is noted in Fig. 5 that ratios within the nematic phase construct as clusters which is to be expected for a phase with only two order parameters.
In a later section (Sec. N. I) of this paper a much simpler method of checking for changes in the time average conformation of the molecule in 80BA-dja and 70BA-d j6 at the N-Sc phase transition is described. This procedure takes advantage of the property that oVa"" aaSo.o in these compounds.
Both of the above methods of checking for changes in the average molecular conformation are equivalent to predicting the temperature dependence of one splitting arising from one region of the molecule from the tem_ perature dependence of three other splittings originating from entirely different regions of the molecule.
D. Sensitivity of the ratio plots
The selection of the splittings to be used in the ratio plots can be important. The use of strongly overlapped lines on the temperature dependences can give mislead_ ing results unless the actual line positions are properly calculated. Furthermore, the temperature dependences of each of the splittings must be different to be of use, L e., the conformation averages ap b l , and ci in Eq. (4) must be sufficiently different for each splitting OVI used in order for there to be sufficient variation in the ratio plots to establish a straight line or plane. Just how much different they must be depends on the precision of the data. Often the splittings coming from two adjacent segments of the end chain have similar temperature dependence and when used together provide for scattered ratio plots. An example is one in which oV2 and OVj, the first two segments of the end chain, are plotted as ratios with oVa' These particular ratios have little variation with temperature and hence produce more scatter than thosein Fig. 4(a) .
Likewise plots of OVj/ov a VS OV2/0Va from the smectic C phase lie near the same line as those from the nematic. This is a reflection of the fact that there are only two effective temperature dependent functions (order parameters or combinations of order parameters) affecting the relative temperature dependence of splittings oVa' oVt. and OV2 in the smectic C phase. 22 Table I for both compounds.
F. Relative values of a/al
There are several methods for determining the ratios at/aj. One method is through the use of the intercepti, obtained from the ratio plots described in Sec. N. E above where at/at=m, +II/(aj/aa). This method requires a value for ai/a. which we have been able to estimate within 3% accuracy for the compound 70BA-d I6 • It will be shown in Sec. N. H that our determined value of at/aa is the same as that calculated for this ratio based upon x"-ray determination of the molecular structure. The values of at/at shown in Table I were determined from the measured values of ml' I" and a value of Relative values of the conformation parameter ratios a / ai' b /b I, and C / C I along the chain for the compounds SOBA-d ls and 70BA-d I6 • The errors indicated for a/al and I correspond to an estimated error of ± O. 02 for the measured values of I and ± O. 03 for that
The errors of C/CI are described in the text. Two other less precise methods can be used to deter@i!!'ii_",~ a/at which agree within 10% of those in Table 1. method is simply calculating the ratios of the splitwhere a/at ~ov/OVt. This crude approximation follows in that a/Soo» b/S O ,2 in Eq. (4) for all splittings except i == 7 for 70BA-d t6 . A slightly more accurate method of checking the determined value of a/at takes advantage of the fact that the temperature dependence of SO,2 is nearly constant compared to that of So,o. As shown in Sec. IV. H, the value of b t S O ,2 in 80BA-d t8 was found to vary by 3.4 kHz over the temperature range of the nematic whereas atSO,o was found to vary by 36.0 kHz. This is reflected in plots of OV/ vs OVt which show nearly straight lines with large intercepts. The slopes of these lines in this case are equal to a/at and agree within 5% of those shown in Table I = ov/lm/ -(at/aa+I/ml)ova, where ml and II are defined in Sec. IV. E. The temperature dependence of SO,2 can therefore be determined if the value of the ratio atl aa is known. A very useful feature of the splittings of 70BA-d t6 and 80BA-d t8 is that for some splittings the quantity b t 5 0 ,2 is very sensitive to the value of atl aa whereas other splittings (for example, i == 7 for 70BA-d t6 are insensitive to the choice of this ratio when -I/ml ""allaa) ' We use this feature to determine experimentally the value of atl aa.
SOBA-d!8 a/al b/bl
An estimate of the ratio atl aa can first of all be obtained from a knowledge of the molecular structure. Each of these extreme estimates of the bond angle give at/aa== -O. 43 and -O. 32, respectively. As discussed above, however, we can determine the correct value of at/aa. This is done by calculating the temperature dependence of bl')O,2 from the splitting i= 7 of 70BA-d t6 which is insensitive to a/aa and comparing it with the dependence obtained from the splitting i == 1 which is very sensitive to the value of a/aa. Figure 7 shows that comparison where the plotted points were determined from splitting i == 7 for three different values of at/aa. The solid line shows b t S O ,2 determined from splitting i == 1 for a value of at/ aa corresponding to bond angle y== 118.5° and the dashed lines show values determined from the extreme estimates of at/aa also from splitting i == 1. These measurements are therefore in nice agreement with the x-ray measurements of the Ct-O-C ar bond angle and consequently show little evidence of conformational averaging of the first hydrocarbon segment. Figure 6 shows the dependence of btS O 2 as determined From Eq. (4) and the condition (3a "" 0 the temperature dependence of So,t can be determined from the expression Ct50,t(ml-~:)=mIOVt-OVI +Ilova ,
where ml and II are the slopes and intercepts from plots .G -·1~~--~--~------~~ ______ ~ ______ ~:""""",~ 100 120 140
-------- Table I . A further check of these values is that they all give consistent values for SO,I from each of the splittiugs except i = 4 which gave slightly smaller values of SO,I outside of experimental error.
This may be due to small changes (-3%) in a 4 1 a1 at the N-So phase transition.
Chauges in the time average conformation of the molecule can be examined through plots of the ratios ov't/ oVI vs ov~/ovl' Since ovf= b l SO,2 + CI SO,1> such ratio plots at various temperatures should cluster near a common point in the nematic phase where So, 1= 0 but form a linear plot those those in the smectic C where both parameters SO,1 and SO,2 contribute if ai' bl> and Cj are independent of temperature and do not change at the N -S" phase transition. Such a plot for i = 7 is shown in Fig. 4(b) . The same feature was observed for all cases except i = 4 where a better least squares fit to a straight line could be obtained by a 3% increase in the value of a4/ al at the phase transition. There, therefore, appears to be a small but observable change in the time average conformation associated with the i = 4 segment at the phase transition. The shape of the distribution of points in the nematic cluster in Fig. 4(b) reflects the different scales of the ordinate and abscissa.
The values of SO_1 in Fig. 8 were determined by using a value of cl:C= ~ vb(sin2f31 sinal) = -53.62 kHZ, where the angles f31 and a I used were 104. 5° and 34. go, respecti vely. 
V. DISCUSSION
The measured temperature dependence of SO,2 in the nematic phase shown in Figs. 6 and 7 has the same features (the presence of a maximum) as that observed by other investigators. [9] [10] [11] Unlike other studies, we were fortunate in the case of 70BA-d 16 to have a situation where its determined value did not depend on a detailed knowledge of the molecular structure, lending confidence to that value and the position of the maximum in the temperature dependence. A more detailed comparison of the temperature dependence with mean field theories 33 is under study. The magnitude of the quantity b I S O ,2 in Eq. (4) is -10kHz for the alpha segment of the aliphatic chain which is a contribution of about 15% toward the total of the splitting from that deuterated site. This is a rather significant contribution and yields values of SO,2 -0.2 which are larger than estimates of this quantity that have been reported in the literature. 1 The positive sign on So. 2 indicates that fluctuations of the molecular long axis about the My axis are greater than about the M". A negative value would suggest the opposite. The fact that SO.2 remains positive (even increases) in the So phase suggests that M" is parallel to the C 2 axis of the So phase. This is because it is easier for planes to slide over one another than it is for there to be fluctuations in the inner plane spacing. 1 A finite value for SO,l in the So phase can be viewed from another perspective than that presented in an earlier section. It is an off-diagonal element in the order matrix. 32 This simply means that the orientation of M z relative to the molecular long axis as defined'earlier has shifted when paSSing from the N to the So phase. In the Sa phase the order matrix can be diagonalized by a clockwise rotation of the molecular frame about the M" relative to its orientation in the nematic by an angle a, where tan2a=SO.1/(SO,O) +SO.2/2). In the case of 80BA-d 18 , a"'" 4° . This angle does not correspond to the tilt angle but is in fact much smaller. Its physical significance is that it is the new position of M z on the molecule in which M z --M z equally likely about axes M" and My. A negative value for SO,j would have implied a negative value for a. A meanfield calculation involving the parameters SO.1 and So phase is in progress. 33
As discussed in Sec. IV F, the relative values of al/ al are similar (agree to within -10%) to the ratios of the splittings plotted by others. j2.28.29 The ratios b';b j have never been reported before and imply that the fluctuations of the hydrocarbon chain are not cylindrically symmetr,ic about M z • The chain fluctuates somewhat in the, manner of a dog's tail, from side to side more than up and down. This asymmetry in the motion becomes less near the terminal end as one might expect, but the reason for the slight maximum in the values of bl/b l of Table I for SOBA-d j8 is not clear. An extension of the Marcelja theory34 to include this parameter could be of value in understanding this aspect of chain ordering.
The measured ratios of CI/ Cj have more uncertainty than those of al/aj and bl/b l as there is less data (small temperature range) in the So phase. The uncertainty in C'; cl for the compound 70BA-d 16 was larger than the magnitude for the ratio. Consequently, the values of CI/ cl for 70BA-d 16 are not shown in Table 1 .
The self-consistency of the interpretation of the data in 80BA-d 18 can be checked by calculating the spectral splittings from Eq. (4) using the values of the determined parameters presented in Figs. 6 and 7 and Table  I . This calculation is shown in Fig. 2 by the solid lines which are seen to be within experimental error of the data.
From the work presented in this paper, a molecular model which is, on the average, rigid but not cylindrical in shape appears to be a valid model on which to base microscopic theories of the nematic and smectic A, B, and C phases. Criticisms of the model by other NMR workers have been raised, 35,36 but they do not seem to us to be well SUbstantiated. Experimental criticisms 36 have been based on overlapped spectral lines which can give misleading results unless the actual line positions can be properly calculated from line shape considera_ tions. Precise data are required to investigate the linearity of Eqs. (5) and (6). The sensitivities of the split_ tings to various ratio plots as discussed in an earlier section must be carefully considered. Other criticisms35 have been based on the estimation of a negligible value for the quantity (sin 2 e)(cos21jJ). Equating this product with the parameter So.2=(sin 2 e cos21jJ) is unsubstantiated and rough at best. In addition, the values of (cos2~> used in the 'estimations have themselves been determined from model dependent studies and are subject to large error.
The model stands up well in this NMR study. It shows potential not only for mean field or other microscopic investigations but also for NMR studies of orientational order.
